[Abstract] In mice, olfaction plays a pivotal role in the various behaviors, such as feeding, mating, nursing and avoidance. Behavioral tests that analyze abilities of odor detection and recognition using genetically modified mice reveal the contribution of target genes to the olfactory processing. Here, we describe the olfactory avoidance test to investigate the odor detection ability in mice.
characterize innate fear responses such as freezing and avoidance in genetically modified mice, the olfactory avoidance test was performed using a component of fox feces, TMT (2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline; Kobayakawa et al., 2007) . Furthermore, the olfactory avoidance using the different amounts of TMT was carried out to know the odor detection threshold in gene-knockout mice (Kaneko- Goto et al., 2013) . Recently, we have reported that non-dihydrogenated TMT (nTMT: 2,4,5-trimethylthiazole) also induces similar freezing and avoidance responses (Takahashi et al., 2016) . Here, we describe a method for the olfactory avoidance test with nTMT (commercially available) to explore the odor detection threshold in mice. This method has an advantage in the point using a simple device such as cage and filter paper, compare with that using an olfactometer. (Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Kaneko-Goto et al., 2013) . Nondihydrogenated TMT (nTMT) also induces similar freezing and avoidance responses (Takahashi et al., 2016 2153 4. Undiluted nTMT at the amount of 0, 0.4, 4, and 40 μl is dropped on the filter paper in the test cage.
Materials and Reagents

Latex gloves (NIPPON Genetics
5. After the mouse is transferred to the test cage, record the behavior with a video camera during the 10-min test (Test phase; Figure 1A , bottom).
6. The tested mouse is returned to their home cage. After the one test finishes, the used cage and filter paper scented with nTMT should be kept in the fume hood (see Note 4) . Start the next test using new test cage and another mouse.
7. The recorded videos are analyzed, as described below. 
Data analysis
Both freezing and avoidance times are measured manually during the 10-min test using the recorded videos. 'Freezing time' is defined as the time kept still for more than 3 sec, except for breathing ( Figure 2A and Video 1). 'Avoidance time' is defined as the time spent in an area without a filter paper scented with nTMT, when the test cage is divided into two equal areas. Avoidance behavior is represented by an avoidance index (avoidance index = [P -50]/50, where P is the percentage of avoidance time during the 10-min test period; Figure 2B ). We recommend that both freezing and avoidance times are measured by blinded analysis. 2. The experimenter must restrict from wearing odorant products with strong smell and from making any excessive noise during the test. Because it is difficult to completely remove the personal smell from the experimenter, we recommend that the same experimenter, who handles the mice for the habituation before the test, performs all the processes throughout the test.
P-values are calculated by Welch t-test using Microsoft
3. It is important to prevent the odor diffusion in the test room, because the undiluted odor is used in this test. The bottle of nTMT and their derivatives should be preserved in the fume hood. After the one test finishes, the used cage and filter paper scented with nTMT should be kept in the fume hood. In the test, a smaller amount of nTMT should be used first, compared with the larger amount. We recommend that the test is performed in the dedicated room, which is different from the habituation room, because it is important to prevent the mice from encountering nTMT before the test.
4. The existence of experimenter affects the mouse behaviors in a significant way. The experimenter must depart enough from the test cage. We recommend that when the test phase starts in the dedicated test room, the experimenter gets out there.
